Appendix 1
Price list

Price list
Rental of the Blue Hall and the Golden Hall 2021
This pricelist applies to rental periods beginning on 1 January 2021.
The City of Stockholm may decide on changes to the pricelist.
Pursuant to the City’s rental terms and conditions, renters are obligated
to pay compensation to the City for the rental of the Blue Hall and the
Golden Hall as indicated on the price list that applies to the time of
each rental period.
1. Rental for the premises (at present, no VAT is charged)
The Blue Hall
SEK 72,000
The Golden Hall
SEK 72,000
Both premises
SEK 132,000
Drink price*
SEK 94,000
Set-up /Rehearsal day
SEK 72,000
* Refers to a 60-minute pre-event drink without rigging on one
premises and full rental of the other premises.
2. Staffing cost (not including VAT)
Mandatory cost depending of the number of guests

1 - 150 guests
151 - 300 guests
301 - 450 guests
451 - 600 guests
601 - 750 guests
751 - 900 guests
901 - 1,500 guests
1,051 - 1,200 guests

SEK 19,000
SEK 22,000
SEK 25,000
SEK 28,500
SEK 31,500
SEK 34,500
SEK 38,000
SEK 41,000

The price includes staffing for the event and coat check staffing to
1:00 A.M. Please note that after 1:00 A.M., the cost of event staffing
will be billed on an hourly basis. On set-up/rehearsal days, event
staffing will be charged on an hourly basis. The number of personnel
billed during dismantling, as well as on set-up/rehearsal day is
determined by the lessor on a case-by-case basis. One guard from a
security company is included in the staffing cost for events of 1511,200 guests.
Cost by personnel and hour

Event personnel, from 6:00 A.M to 2:00 A.M.
Event personnel, from 2:00 A.M to 6:00 A.M.
Additional coat check personnel (four hours minimum)
Security guards (four hours minimum)

SEK 600
SEK 1,200
SEK 350
SEK 450
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3. Miscellaneous costs (not including VAT)
Stage podium (0.8 m x 1.6 m)
Torches (including refilling)
Grand piano
Organ

SEK 300
SEK 1000
SEK 2,500
SEK 2,500

4. Lighting system in the Blue Hall (not including VAT)
SEK 11,000

Mandatory base cost
1

Lighting technician , light boxes, dimmers, cables, as well as set-up and
dismantling

SEK 7,000

+ Column lighting
Lighting of 38 columns with LED-par RGBA in colour of your choice.
Chauvet SlimPar Pro Qz12-USB

SEK 2,100
SEK 3,000

+ Lobby lighting
+ Table lighting
Six ETC profiles with break-up gobos. Covers the floor and table to create
a pleasant atmosphere and more lively feeling on the premises

SEK 3,600

+ Stage lighting
Lighting of staircase and landing, as well as a stage to the right of the
staircase.

SEK 3,000-18,000

+ Effect lighting
One to six Vari*Lite VLZ Profile for effects such as ceiling patterns,
flowers or decor, photo wall or entertainment.

SEK 12,000

+ Walls
Four Vari*Lite VLZ Profile for patterns and colours on the northern,
western and southern walls

SEK 2,400

+ Lighting on the oak tree
One CityColor that produces lighting on the oak tree out in the courtyard

SEK 1,500

+ Follow spotlight
2,5 Kw MHI LYCIAN M2 Longthru lens. This price does not include the
operator.

SEK 515/h

+ Follow spotlight operator
Starting time 14:00. Can also be provided by the customer

The Small Package

SEK 23,000

Includes the base cost, column lighting, back of stage on the cloth behind the
steps, stage lighting, lighting of staircase, table lighting and lobby lighting. If
you wish a different stage arrangement, please request a quote.

Full rigging for the Blue Hall

SEK 49,000

Does not include the follow light operator.
1

The mandatory base cost is based on events with access to the City Hall from 1 P.M. to 1 A.M. plus
dismantling. In case of a planned earlier end time of the event, an hourly discount will be applied.
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1. Lighting system in the Golden Hall (not including VAT)
Mandatory base cost

SEK 11,000

2

Lighting technician , light boxes, dimmers, cables, as well as
set-up and dismantling

+ Arch lighting, east side
SEK
+ Stage lighting, small stage, light on Queen of Lake Mälaren SEK
+ Effect lighting
SEK
+ Lobby lighting
SEK

The Small Package

4,000
6,000
9,000
2,100

SEK 20,000

Includes the base cost, arch lighting on the east side, stage lighting and lobby
lighting.

Full rigging for the Golden Hall

SEK 27,000

Fixtures
14 Chauvet SlimPar Pro Qz12-USB
8 Robe Robin 600+
8 Martin Entour 250

Full rigging for the Blue Hall
+ the Golden Hall

SEK 68,000

2. Miscellaneous lighting costs (not including VAT)
Consultant’s fee/design
SEK 600/h
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The mandatory base cost is based on events with access to the City Hall from 1 P.M. to 1 A.M. plus
dismantling. In case of a planned earlier end time of the event, an hourly discount will be applied
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